SUBSCRIPTION COMMERCE
AND BILLING
EVERYTHING AS-A-SERVICE BILLING POWERED BY APPXITE
Use our white-label solution to enable and manage automated and scalable billing in Your own
tenant as a managed Dynamics 365 Partner offering. By integrating our award-winning subscription
management and commerce solution with Dynamics 365 Business Central, customers and partners can
leverage state of the art technology from Dynamics 365 and AppXite to operate full end to end
quote-to-cash digital business.

WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH IT?

Send out customized
and branded invoices
via email

Automate recurring
revenue recognition

Automate Incoming,
Outgoing Bank Payments
and Payment Reminders

Send invoices with Your logo
to Your customers with the
customized layout

- Recognize recurring revenue
in a compliant and automated
way 

- Compliant format to manage
the import of the electronic
bank statements, including
amounts received from
customers

- Follow global Tax rules and
calculate VAT tax correctly 

- Export Electronic Funds
Transfer (EFT) files to make
payments to the customers
- Send automatic Email
Reminders at pre-defined
intervals for outstanding
transactions

WHAT IS IN IT FOR ME?
GROWTH IN MRR
Customer shift to subscription economy creates unique revenue growth opportunities by offering
increased value to customers through agility

IMPROVED CASH-FLOW
In a subscription economy you get paid 1/12th while having full sales, R&D, and production costs up front.
The ability to invoice on time and send reminders to optimize DSO is critical for business sustainability

CAPPED OPERATIONAL COSTS
The transition to subscription business model can be daunting. Number of invoices increase twelvefold
with varying invoice amounts each month. By leveraging AppXite solution you can gain efficiency on your
administrative processes and reduce operational costs

IMPROVED CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
You have multiple touch points with your customer. Timely and accurate invoices are a must to maintain
professional reputation

HOW IT LOOKS?

AppXite Invoice Example:
invoices are visible in Cloud
Commerce Platform in Your
Company’s account.
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